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How
many
words
are
you
worth?
By Matthew Rose
Death is the cauldron for euphemisms, witticisms, moving tributes and in the most general of
terms, a supermarket of Hallmark sentiments. It can also be a moment for elegant tactlessness.
Some people write their own obits with how they led their lives. And those oral obits spread like
pandemics of gossip. But putting pen to paper is something humans do: We can’t help ourselves
in thinking, or scribbling, notes about those we’ve lost – even if we never knew them. Obituaries
prove the case: There’s always something to say – and share – about someone (or a pet!) once
they’ve departed.
I’m a little late to this party, but I did try to catch up on the obituary front watching the absorbing
documentary Obit about the New York Times obituary writers. There is so much wisdom about
death in this 2013 film, I could barely contain myself. Yep: We’re all going to die, but also obit
writers like Bruce Weber and Margalit Fox pose questions like where’s the news in this death?
Do we mark extinctions, at what point does someone become part of history? Where did his or
her life begin? And therein is the crux of the obit: After detailing the short breath of death, the ode
to the dead person is about life.
Yes, Richard T. James, the man who invented a precompressed helical springs, aka the Slinky,
in the 1943, died in 1974 in Boliva of a heart attack, but his magic coil became one of the first
viral pop culture toys, topping sales 300 million. John Fairfax crossed the Atlantic in a decked
out rowboat – alone. He was 74. Holy fuck! That feat is larger than his death. Pete Seeger, the
banjo-toting folk singer, died at the age of 94 but we see him at 2 years old learning those very
same songs that would mold a generation of protestors and singers. We remember his life, not
so much his death or the way he died – natural causes.
People often say the nicest things about others when they die, and for good reason, they can’t
hear you. “Our dead are never dead to us, until we have forgotten them,” George Eliot reminded
us. If we don’t think about our dead all the time, are they forgotten? If a tree falls in the forest and
no one hears it… ? Is that an epitaph or the chorus of some pop song that never made it to the
top 40?
In between, humanity finds a way to squeeze in a few blagues, a few jokes, off-color perhaps or
hillbilly knee-slappers or deadpan lead balloons that honor absurdity and nonsense. Don’t we
8 trouble
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harrumph and giggle our way through our earthly slog? I find myself (maybe
you do, too) hanging my world like Christmas decorations on hooks of laughter
when I can; but it’s true those primitive cries of horror at our condition, an adult
bawling at our doomed collective business of living also have the same deadly
gravity as signposts in Dante’s Inferno – This way! Dante did scribble, though,
Purgatorio and Paradiso and it was all part of La Divina Commedia (The Divine
Comedy -1308-1320), completed a year before the Italian poet’s death, 700 years
ago this year.
Anyway, back to the obits: The real question in scratching out text tombstones is to
inscribe some art in the arc of a life, isn’t it? This doesn’t mean people lie about others
but it does mean that fact is often elevated to some level of fiction when the memory is
produced, recorded and shared publicly.
***
I wrote a eulogy for my father which I read at his graveside (see the Obit section page 164).
What I wrote was certainly true – in how I felt about my father – and the poetics I employed were
honest. People cried (as did I), including the Army’s color guard who came to honor him by blowing taps and presenting an American flag to me. But a eulogy is a speech whereas an obituary is
a piece of writing. In some ways these two poetic devices accomplish the same purpose: Someone (or something) has died. Here are the facts of that death, but more importantly, here’s what
his or her or its life meant.
When one aims the obit towards ideas like love or compassion, democracy or the end of an art
movement, the sentiment can be joyfully ironic or bloodless or weepy or woefully inaccurate.
Mourning in print things like the permafrost or the massive wall of garbage we’ve built around
ourselves, or the way humanity is killing off every living thing – including ourselves can seem
a bit too much. Writing our own obituaries for our own suicides? It reminds me of what George
Eastman, founder of Kodak said in his suicide note, “My work is done, why wait?” Is that better
than the obit that opines “He did his own research”?
Oh, right, it’s all a joke this hoax about Climate Change How could we forget? Thank you Mobile
Exxon. All things must pass, even multi-national conglomerates. Remember, Nature ultimately
wins this fight to the death. The race to the end of time will be interesting to watch.
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Monument to the Unknown Migrant
Ernst Kraft • 2021 • Installation built in situ for the Tijuana Art Triennial, Mexico

Anonymous pain is perhaps the most difficult. And to die undocumented, anonymously, seems
to only serve the industry of statistics; I can’t give the names, but I could build a monument. My
proposal for a monument to the unkown migrant was selected for the Triennial of Tijuana in 2021.
There is hardly a better place to erect this memorial than in Tijuana, Mexico. It is one of the main
crossroads of the great North American migration.
The work: A cube measuring 2.70 x 2.70 x 2.70 meters of fenced galvanised iron pipes with an
upper strip of razor wire, as if it were a crown of thorns, on an inner surface of artificial lawn. I
admit the graphic and geometric beauty of the metallic mesh framework and the density of the
image, shifting as one circles this obscene cage, seduces me as a draftsman.
My work is a conceptual expression of global problems. Personally, I would have hoped that
instead of caging refugees, the fence could stop the apocalyptical riders hunting them. Those
riders of death, pest, hunger and war, seem to be captains of a whole cavalry: climate change,
global warming, droughts, floods.
The installation symbolizes the end of the journey of the anonymous migrant. Refugees in search
of a life in dignity. The border, this artificial and intentional division of space, creates two opposing
fields, the one here, the one there, inside and outside, included, excluded. It fragments our world,
a world that is not even ours. We, too, are migrants, passing through.

Monumento al Migrante Desconocido

Ernst Kraft • 2021 • Instalación construida in situ para la Trienal de Arte de Tijuana, México
El dolor anónimo es quizás lo más difícil. Y morir indocumentado, desconocido, parece servir
únicamente a la industria de las estadísticas. No puedo dar los nombres, pero sí puedo construir
un monumento. Mi propuesta de un monumento al migrante desconocido fue seleccionada para
la Trienal de Tijuana en 2021. No hay mejor lugar para erigir este recuerdo que Tijuana, México.
Esta ciudad es una de las principales encrucijadas de la gran migración norteamericana.
La obra: un cubo de 2,70 x 2,70 x 2,70 metros de tubería de hierro galvanizado, vallado con una
tira superior de alambre de púas, como si fuera una corona de espinas, sobre una superficie
interior de césped artificial. Admito que la belleza gráfica y geométrica del entramado de malla
metálica y el cambio en la densidad de la imagen según el ángulo de visión de esta jaula obscena, me seduce como dibujante.
Mi trabajo es una expresión conceptual de problemas globales. Personalmente, hubiera deseado
que, en lugar de enjaular a los refugiados, la valla pudiera detener a los jinetes apocalípticos que
los persiguen. Esos jinetes de la muerte, la peste, el hambre y la guerra, parecen capitanear toda
una caballería: el cambio climático, el calentamiento global, las sequías, las inundaciones.
La instalación simboliza el final del viaje del migrante anónimo. Refugiados en búsqueda de una
vida digna. La frontera, esta división artificial e intencional del espacio, crea dos campos opuestos, el de aquí, el de allá, adentro y afuera, incluido, excluido. Eso fragmenta nuestro mundo, un
mundo que ni siquiera es nuestro. Nosotros, también, somos migrantes de paso.
– Ernst Kraft: http://ernstkraft.blogspot.com.es/
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KARUIZAWA NEW ART MUSEUM

1151-5 Karuizawa, Karuizawa-machi, Kitasaku-gun, Nagano Prefecture 389-0102, Japan
http://knam.jp/en/
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Playing Fiddle in the Rain
Laurie Anderson’s The Weather
By Matthew Rose

O

n October 22, 2012, a category 3 hurricane blasted coast lines up and down the Western Atlantic.
The storm killed 223 people, caused $70 billion in damage and destroyed homes up and down the
US Eastern Coast. Hurricane Sandy also flooded artist Laurie Anderson’s basement archive, soaking
it all in dirty water, ruining papers, tapes and objects of this unique artist’s life work. Clearly, Laurie
Anderson understands the weather.
On 24 September 2021, the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden opened Laurie Anderson’s exhibition The Weather. Located off the Mall in Washington D.C., in the heart of the the US capitol, the
Hirshorn might be the best place for Anderson’s wide-ranging multi-media essay on all things human
– and most things American.
People always talk about the weather but never do anything about it. One can seed clouds with special
dust to attract enough water molecules to create the promise of rain. But in California recent fires
were so intense they created their own weather system. Man-made pollution, the burning of fossil
fuels and the endless production of petroleum-based plastics has created a problem so dire we are imposing a product-sponsored suicide on ourselves: Suffocating under millions of tons of plastic Coke
bottles. Anderson sets this all to an audio-visual opera. The apocalypse is here but who knows? she
asks. Is it the real thing? Have a Coke! The truth has no temperature.
As an artist who has constructed dozens of violins to make sounds regular old fiddles can’t, Anderson
has orchestrated her exhibition with a soundtrack that narrates humanity’s fumbling attempt to apply
a modicum of reason regarding the planet’s struggles. Turning cacophony into otherworldly music, sculpture into readable signposts, and drawing and writing into the absurd obituary of our time,
Anderson comes across in countless videos as both utterly human and otherworldly. The Weather, she
intimates, folds her stories into objects and videos and drawings and music as a multi-layered mash
up of reality, fiction, desire and disappointment. It is in essence a dark reflection of where our sad and
unhappy world finds itself. But in all her media encounters, Anderson appears upbeat, optimistic and
positive.
Despite the life threatening hurricanes, tornadoes, tsunamis and floods now commonplace around the
globe, one might have the sense Mother Nature is fucking pissed-off. Maybe. Maybe not. We tend to
assume that sunshine, cool breezes and star-lit skies are expressions of good news. There’s weather
and there’s climate. Anderson’s museum show is not a science project, however, it is more a rumination about the current storms circling humanity, like vultures looking for their next meal.
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There are some 51 works in The Weather, from more than a dozen large oil on canvases of her take
on nature and culture. Guantánamo (2021) is a red hellhole, with sleeping bodies done up in grisaille.
Her late dog appears in vignette, “All Things Fractured, Lola in the Night Sky” (2011), a white on
black drawing of her terrier glowing as if the pup were a constellation in the heavens. New works,
such as the big open book “Scroll” (2021), an AI generated text, sourced from the Bible and the artist’s writing as well as the wonderful thatched newsprint constructions, woven from Chinese newspapers and The New York Times Crossword puzzles point us towards the crazy quilt of consciousness
as if in those pattern – if you can discern their meaning – you’ll find the key. Or at least know there
is a key. Videos, spacious wall drawings and objects imbued with Anderson magic fill out a kind of
Anderson Land.
To be sure, Anderson’s The Weather is obviously not about rain, wind or snow. Her weather channel
tunes in to the permanent uproar of our lives laid out in several room-sized visual and sonic essays.
Her thesis, charted from her early 1970s works to the present day, is proposed in the form of questions
drawn in white paint on black walls and floors: “Who owns the Moon?” she asks. “What is a wall?
What is a blaze of glory? What is the purpose of panic?” Slyly rhetorical, each text is hand-painted in
white on black walls that arch up and up to the … stars…? These large halls are punctuated with unusual objects: A golden canoe, a large ceramic crow, a bronze parrot with a patina of green; they seem
to be Anderson’s book marks from a life in a multi-verse of the personal, the formal, the mythical, the
absurd and the musical: A stream of delicious audio visual poetic consciousness.

Ice & Skates

A

nderson began in earnest by busking in the streets of Italy. Trained as a classical violinist, the young musician took to public squares in Milan, playing solo compositions while
outfitted in ice skates frozen into blocks of ice. Using melting ice as an hour glass, metering her music
to the beat of local temperature positioned her along the foot path mapped by John Cage. When the
ice melted and puddles formed around her, the concert ended. Her music, a body of electronic flights
circumscribed by finitude – time and mass and sound – filled every kitchen sink she could find. The
music, texts, videos, sculptures and drawings that informed Anderson’s art, helped spread the terms
“multimedia” and “interdisciplinary” to describe the new aesthetic spaces she helped invent and popularize.
And invent she did, including her own home-made violins, many of which don’t feature strings -- like
the “Tape Bow Violin,” with its prerecorded magnetic tape on a bow meant to be drawn through a
playback head. There’s the autonomous “Self-Playing Violin” (she plays duets with it). There is also
the violin homage to her terrier, Lola. “The Sweetness of Music” made of the dog’s ashes, clay and
mud.
One could fairly say Anderson’s art was always something her fans would love and her detractors
would dismiss, perhaps because her installations and presentations are abstract compositions not
easily consumed. And perhaps Anderson’s approach to art might best be likened to changing weather
patters, overlaying clouds with rain, wind, cyclones, heat, downpours and sunshine? Or television
snow?
“O Superman” was Anderson’s first major appearance on the world stage. The 1981 tone poem
inspired by the failed rescue of the Iranian Hostages was an unexpected hit. A low-tech dirge,
“O Superman” became an ironic and cheerful groan/anthem about the limits of technology and
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communication. In the the United Kingdom it soared upwards on pop charts; the rest of the world
followed, as did a record deal. Featured on her debut album Big Science, “O Superman” with its insistent drone became an unlikely, though likeable 8-minute 27-second single. Give it a listen here:
[https://youtu.be/Vkfpi2H8tOE].

“Get Lost”

E

arly on, Anderson began making art in traditional genres, as a painter and sculptor; she then dipped her toe into filmmaking, showing her efforts in film festivals that were tiny and
were held in lofts and apartments and seated around eight people. Her sculptures soon morphed into
instrument experiments as she built and refashioned violins to break sound barriers for herself; her art
bled into new categories and she invented her own performance art. But Anderson always insisted on
being simple in her discipline(s). “I really think that very dangerous art can be made with a pencil,”
she told an interviewer on the Louisiana Channel in 2016.
Anderson’s take on reality, simple or not, is married to her take on virtual reality, the technological
gadgetry that, once plugged into the brain via special “VR” goggles, permits a full-on cartoon re-rigging of 3-D space. Standing in a room with a Virtual Reality headset one can easily see a program
– and feel its effects– that has you falling off a 5,000-foot cliff, or rocking in a boat or getting pulled
into a tornado. Speaking with author Neil Gaiman at the 92nd Street Y in New York City some years
ago she explained she tries not to “tether” herself to reality and says, joyously, that “being dislocated
is a door that doesn’t open very often in life. Make the most of it. It’s a big privilege…..Get lost.”
Further along in 92nd Street Y interview, Anderson, who is childlike in her approach to making art
and music, offers a savant’s prologue for the present : “People are confused about what’s real. We’re
living in a dark dream. We’re drowning (back to the weather) in our own stories. Stories that getting
wilder and wilder as we try to figure out what we’re living in…”
Or living on…

While you’re here please see Laurie Anderson’s homage to her late husband rocker Lou Reed in his Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame induction speech: [https://youtu.be/2VaeEmBPmGk\]

The Weather Laurie Anderson: The Weather is on view through July 31, 2022 at the Hirshhorn Museum,
Independence Avenue and Seventh Street SW, Washington, D.C.
[https://hirshhorn.si.edu/exhibitions/laurie-anderson-the-weather/]

Matthew Rose is an artist and writer, editor and publisher of Trouble.
He lives and works in Paris, France.
Instagram: @mistahcoughdrop
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rachel honnery
looking closely at the
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larger pic

Rachel Honnery
lives & works in
Sydney, NSW, Australia
@rachelhonnery_artist
honnery.com
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210 days of smoke
Rachel Honnery
210 days of smoke is a personal response to the 2019/2020
ustralian bushfires that lasted or
da s.
The bushfires were catastrophic and the exposed ustralia s
ulnerabilit to climate change. The dail smo ed was witnessed
b nearl e er one across the countr . t was dense, thic and
eeril ibrant with colour.
This wor includes
watercolour paintings o isolated smo e
clouds and a number o suspended smo e cloud sculptures
coloured with light pro ections. n this wor
explore Timoth
orton s notion o the h perob ect alongside the concept o
scale. These fires were so big, so de astating that we couldn t
indi iduall athom their whole. The damaged ew ealand s
glaciers and changed the a erage temperature o the southern
hemisphere.
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“The polar
region is
transforming
from white ( ice )
to blue ( ocean ).
How long
before
the icebergs no
longer float,
crackle
and glisten?
”
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Residue of a polar past
Rachel Honnery
eached and oating a ua marine ice statues,
spar ing ice cli s o assorted blues.
ter a
art residenc
that spent time sailing around albard,
achel onner made these images
that spea o a landscape
that is rapidl changing.
albard, the archipelago that sits at
,
between mainland orwa and the orth ole,
now has na igable waters
where none existed pre iousl .
idence o climate change abounds
saw the reduction o man glaciers.
n some ords,
glaciers that were once giant,
colossal mo ing precipices o ice
were now shrun en and
separated b moraine hills.
hat will the rctic loo li e in the uture
hat are the possibilities to counter
en ironmental shoc The polar region is
trans orming rom white ice to blue ocean .
ow long be ore the icebergs no longer oat,
crac le and glisten
This, and the following pages,
are cyanotypes of ice
in various stages of melt
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playa book

&
other
work
from the Oregon high desert

Knowing a place well, or trying to, makes connections. To care for something in
the abstract can be rewarding; caring for something that has become familiar
-- that has a name, a sound, a way of moving -- deepens the connection in a special way. The work here was made during an artist residency at Playa Summer
Lake in the SE Oregon high desert. I’d been there previously and was happy to
be back in a place where connecting seems a foregone conclusion. The book,
along with other pieces, was my attempt at documenting a short period of time
spent immersed in this subtle and intricate place. It’s a very old yet everchanging place. A tough, gentle, severe, calm place. This past summer the Playa area
came close to burning as a huge, uncontrolled fire raged a short way to the SW.
These fires are now a staple of the ever-drier North American West. A difficult
environment becomes more so.
Jamie Newton

jamie
newton

Settling into landscape -- getting to know the trees, grasses, birds
the feel of the ground underfoot, the changing weather
paying attention to the sounds when still and quiet
(for fifteen minutes, a half hour, two -a coyote drifts by, birds crowd in,
the breeze in the grass
ebbs and flows)
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Playa Book
Sculptural book documenting aspects
of the high desert area around Summer
Lake, Oregon (wind, grass, birds, fire,
soil, etc.), as well as the markmaking tools and processes used in
the book’s construction.
1st section - five burnt grass dwgs (rubbings
of bunch grass charcoal stubble, the
result of a controlled burn, in
the Summer Lake
Wildlife Refuge)

Primary construction & collection:
16-27 April 2018
at Playa Artist
Residency
made w/ support
from Playa and a
Ford Family Foundation
grant

blue box - eight impromptu wind machine
dwgs & sketch

of the

machine
that made
them
2nd
section nine
laminated studio
rags &
one flattened, laminated coffee cup (that was
used for ink)
red box - pages of sighted species lists (2),
latlong/elev, construction dates, russian olive
notes
green box - six grass drawings, five laminated
grass stems (the dwg instruments), Japanese
accordion-fold print book with grass dwgs
throughout
3rd section - two pages painted w/ playa mud,
stamped w/ soil collection date and locale
wooden box - left side: painted panel;
right side: attached hardware cloth fragment,
collected on the Playa site
russian olive tree prunings, wood blocks &
found fragments as supporting legs and spacers
impromptu wind drawing machine
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playa book • sighted species list (red box)

facing page: playa book • impromptu wind machine drawings (blue box)
this page: playa book • grass dwgs / grass stems [dwg instruments] (green box)
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above: burnt grass drawing • summer lake wildlife refuge • 23 april 2018
below: (semi-) controlled burn in the summer lake wildlife refuge • april 2018

grass book 002 • drawn w/ grasses from the edge of the playa
summer lake, oregon
april 2018
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grass book 001
drawn w/ grasses from
the edge of the playa
summer lake, oregon
april 2018
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jamie newton lives and works
in the coast range foothills west of portland, oregon
he is an artist, writer and co-creator of trouble
@concretewheels / @mocostabafo
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KATHLEEN MAZZOCCO
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“Modern life,
with all its entertaining distractions
and conveniences,
has deprived us of our ability to slow down.
When I photograph,
I find time elongates,
my concentration is acute
and my appreciation expands
for what is before me
in the present.
The experience for me is therapeutic.”
Kathleen Mazzocco
@kmazzster

Olive trees that were bearing fruit
when Copernicus was placing the sun
at the center of our Solar System.
Ice, calved from glaciers reaching into the sea,
that may have air bubbles within,
trapped during the Miocene.
Time recorded beyond what most of us can comprehend.
Kathleen Mazzocco has documented these time capsules,
caught just that flicker, that bit of light that holds them briefly
while their fates may be determined,
probably already are determined,
by our short-sighted, time-blind scurrying
and arguing about...
What was it we were arguing about, again,
that will matter in 500 years
or 5 million?
JN
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RODRIGO ARTEAGA
The images here of Rodrigo Arteaga’s work come from a solo show, Diorama in Expansion,
at the Museo de Artes Visuales (MAVI) in Santiago, Chile. The show ran from 25 September
to 28 November 2021.
The following exhibition text was translated from the Spanish by Rodrigo Arteaga

T
By Carolina Castro Jorquera
To think that all living beings were created for the service of humanity, set the basis for the
emergence of a capitalist system that allowed extractivism to settle as one of the most
logic forms of progress in the scale of values proposed by the modern mind, and that has
progressively separated humans from nature. In the present, and when science and technology defy the limits between life and non-life, between the organic and inorganic, this
hierarchy becomes more questioned than ever, given that it is precisely in our relationship
with non-humans, beings that have been at the lowest part of the “scala naturae” for centuries, where the fate of our humanity lies today.
As the philosopher Timothy Morton points out, to become human, in reality, means to create a network of kindness and solidarity with non-human beings, to reach a wider understanding of reality that both includes and exceeds the notion of species. To negotiate the
politics of humanity, he insists, is the first task we should undertake to recover the upper
scales of ecological co-existence and resist global corporations that would steal our kinship with a great diversity of beings.
In this familiar space the work of Rodrigo Arteaga invites us to learn another language of
science, an intimate vocabulary that names every small part. Somewhere there is a mushroom that grows while I sleep, that was not visible for me the night before, and when I
encounter it, and am able to closely observe its transformation, that mushroom makes
science with me and teaches me to see something that is not myself, and for which I have
no language, the being without words of the other that allows us to never be alone. Would
it be possible for the experience of art to provide us with a model for the type of ecological
coexistence that we need to reach between humans and non-humans?
Understanding the diorama as a device where the ideas regarding our understanding of nature have been built for centuries, “Diorama in expansion” is an invitation to reconfigure our
biological identity, to reset our thinking regarding the natural world, to understand ourselves
as a constant process of transformation, as part of an enormous family of infinite kinship.

Rodrigo Arteaga lives and works in Valparaiso, Chile
@arteagorod
rodrigoarteaga.com
all photos by rodrigo arteaga except as noted
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The delicate, burnt shapes
on the following pages are
“the silhouettes of
branches, seeds and
leaves of the two main
species of tree used in the
forest industry in Chile.”
Their excess use in huge,
monoculture swaths
“causes a series of
environmental threats, a
big one being the
acceleration of forest fires,
the worst ones having
happened in 2017. That´s
when I started to make
this series. They replicate
the fire in a way. It´s like
an herbarium filled with
absence and a trace of the
fires.”
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Photo by Freddy Ibarra
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Photo by Jorge Brantmayer
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Photo by Jorge Brantmayer
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British Coleoptera
is an empt entomolog case ound, while
doing a residenc , in the archi es o the
atural cience aller at the otteries
Museum in the UK
hile most o the cases were new or updated,
m ascination was with the old discarded
cases. These were ull o other insect
in estations, bits o mold, water stains and
the trace o all the labels and pinholes where
the displa ed insects had been remo ed.
This spo e to me about how
our wa s o understanding
are alwa s part o the
natural c cle.
ter seeing a
in one o
the itrines, and not nowing
i it was intentional or not,
placed a dead
that ound
on the case.
eturning to hile, brought a dead
nglish
with me and ha e exhibited the
case with the
on top.
eople o ten remo e the
as it is on the edge
o what some might consider as sculpture.
ow, in the museum where this is currentl
shown , the ha e a ew spare ies, ies that
ha e ound dead in m studio, and replace
it whene er the audience remo es it.
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odrigo rteaga
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Matt Witt

is a writer and photographer
He lives in Talent, Oregon.
1/3 of the town burned to the ground
in a September 2020 fire that was
fueled by climate change.
photos & text by Matt Witt
MattWittPhotography.com
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New Start

The Executioner’s Face

It used to be
that if you walked along Bear Creek
that runs next to town
you could see the stream
only in a few moments
because the view was blocked
by brambles of highly flammable blackberries
and tangles of branches.

We load the car -two sets of clothes and
a lifetime of memories -as skyscraper flames are destroying
hundreds of homes of
friends and neighbors
a mile away.
Did they get out in time?
Will we?
And then what?
We hit the back roads,
searching for safety,
with Bob Dylan howling through car speakers:
“The soles of my feet,
I swear they’re burning.”
Decades of reports said
this was coming
without climate action.
“Hotter temperatures.”
“Disappearing snowpack.”
“More frequent and more intense fires.”
“Urgent transition needed to solar.”
“Rapid investment in energy efficiency.”

Now you can walk freely
across cleared black ground
and see how the stream community works,
the side creeks feeding it,
the ducks and coots and geese
finding food and
shelter from predators.

Then the fire burned everything to ash,
leaving those who could least afford it
to scramble for survival
while developers and bankers met
to discuss how they might profit
by grabbing up the close-in valuable land
and moving “their” workers,
many with brown skin,
to the valley’s outskirts,
all in the name of charity.
Now you can see
how money and power flow
from bottom to top
filling giant pools for a few
with not much left to trickle down.
Along Bear Creek,
just weeks after the fire,
small sprouts of green
bring the possibility of
a new community
better than the old
with each plant and bird and animal
doing its part.

We can already picture
the photos the media will feed us
of some scraggly guy with stringy hair
who may have dropped a match -with headlines: “What caused the fire?”
There will be no photos of
corporate lobbyists
whose puppets for years said
let’s double down on what got us here
or who gave us half measures
and asked for applause.
We drive through the smoke,
community destroyed,
and now Dylan’s voice is sounding more desperate:
“The executioner’s face,” he wails,
“is always well hidden.”
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Then this summer’s inferno
burned everything to ash,
clearing out the old understory
and leaving only a sprinkling of
charred tree trunks,
like ghosts from the past.

It used to be
that if you walked through town
you could see the money stream
only in a few moments
because the view was blocked
by fairy tales about
rugged individuals and
the generosity of the rich
without ever asking
who all that wealth was
taken from.

/Matt Witt

In town,
new sprouts of community
are taking root too
as people work together
to make sure everyone has
food and shelter and hope
and to ask what we can do
so what grows back
will be better for all of us,
now that we can see.
/Matt Witt
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Legacy
Alone
trying to find my way up
with no trail
no footprints to follow
just snow
Through woods of firs and hemlocks
climbing steep open spaces
that would be meadows in summer
but now are huge white expanses
too cold to melt
Higher
a whitebark pine
alone
sticking out of the snow
After three miles
the Crater Lake rim
formed by a volcano
thousands of years ago
The lake
a caldera
twenty square miles
winter blue
Frigid wind
cornices of unsupported snow
one wrong step
into the water
two thousand feet below
and almost two thousand feet deep

This place
that was here
long before us
and will be here
long after we
melt away
like the snow
I am standing on
Back then
average snowfall
was nearly twice
what it is now
and the lake and air
were many degrees cooler
Habitat for
furry pikas
whitebark pines
and gray-crowned rosy finches
already in danger
and that’s just the beginning
Our legacy
what to name it?
/Matt Witt

To the left
a massive peak
named by white men
for a president’s son
To the right
another
named for a federal agent
who annihilated native people
Peaks named as if this place
is a monument
to their legacy
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Soon, we realized that the side of the hill ahead of us was crawling with hound dogs –
running, sniffing, and baying.
At first, I was hesitant to approach the man. I live in Oregon, where armed men not long
ago took over a national wildlife refuge for more than a month, trashed it, and threatened its
employees, yet the leaders walked away scot-free. The rural part of the state where I reside
is increasingly plagued by armed groups that espouse a mixture of white male supremacy
and hostility to public lands. Asking even innocent questions of strangers with guns could
be a mistake.
But then again, the old man could be like a former neighbor of mine in rural Virginia. That
neighbor hunted because he didn’t have a lot of extra money and counted on five deer per
year as part of his household’s food supply. Although we didn’t hunt ourselves, we were
willing to let that neighbor cross onto our land when he needed to fill his freezer.
So after a few minutes my brother and I asked this man what he was doing.
“Nothing gets the blood pumping more than coming up on hounds that have
bayed or treed a mountain lion!” – Arizona Guided Hunts Outfitters
He said he was serving as the base for a group of men who were following ten hounds he
had provided to them.
When he didn’t reveal more, I asked, “Are they tracking a mountain lion?”
“Correct,” he said.
When I asked how he knew the cougar was in the area, he said he had found a deer it had
killed and eaten, and the dogs had followed the big cat’s scent from there.

Going On a Lion Hunt
by Matt Witt

“Going on a lion hunt! But I’m not afraid! ‘Cause I got my guns! And my bullets
at my side!” – Scoutorama.com
“Going on a Lion Hunt” is a children’s activity used by Scout troops, summer camps, and
others. I remember it from when I was a kid. Children get in a circle. The adult leader starts
a call-and-response chant about going to hunt a lion. The kids call out that they are not
afraid since they are bringing their guns on the hunt, and then they act out overcoming
obstacles like muddy terrain, a river, a cave, and more.
“For those who long for rugged beauty unspoiled and untamed by man,
Sycamore Canyon Wilderness is one of the few places in the Southwest that
can lay claim to such a lack of man’s accomplishments. This area is home to
black bear and mountain lion as well as a number of less celebrated but just
as notable creatures.” – U.S. Forest Service
One morning in the Sycamore Canyon Wilderness south of Flagstaff, Arizona, my brother,
his son, and I encountered an older man in hunting clothes talking to someone by two-way
radio.
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We saw that he was closely monitoring a GPS device that received signals from
transmitters attached to each dog so he could tell the men the hounds’ locations.
“Is the idea that the hounds will tree the cougar?” I asked.
“Correct,” he said.
If the hounds got close enough to the lion, ancient instinct would kick in from the time, long
ago, when cougars had to fear packs of wolves. The terrified lion would climb a tree, knowing the hounds couldn’t do the same. Eventually, the men would arrive where the baying
hounds were gathered and shoot the motionless cat at close range.
“I don’t know if we’ll get this one,” he said. “It’s a runner.”
“5 day Guided Mountain Lion Hunts are $5,000.00 per person. Weapon types
can be archery, muzzleloader, centerfire rifle or centerfire handguns. Weapon
choice is not as critical as other big game hunts.” – Arizona Guided Hunts Outfitters
“5 Days Any Legal Lion $5000. These hunts are conducted on side-by-side’s or
4wheelers.” – Killer Lion Hunts Guides
It seemed the man wasn’t eager to share much more information, so we didn’t ask about
the financial arrangement between him and the men who were following his dogs. But
when I got home I searched online for the going rate. At $5,000 per person, this apparently
is not a hobby for the Walmart worker who makes $12 an hour, or for teachers or health
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care workers or Uber drivers or anyone else who lives on a budget.
“Mountain lion hunting is meeting the Department’s management objective
of… providing recreational opportunities for 6,000 hunters per year.” – Arizona
Game and Fish Department
“As long as the mountain lion hunters are walking into the wilderness and are
not using any mechanized form of transportation and no motorized equipment, they are legal under the Wilderness Act.” – U.S. Forest Service
According to the Arizona Game and Fish Department, “About 850 livestock operators presently graze 56,000 cattle on public lands in Arizona.” But protecting ranchers’ profits isn’t a
significant reason for killing mountain lions. Only an average of 27 of the big cats are killed
in Arizona each year because a rancher claimed a case of “cattle depredation” – less than
one-thirteenth of the average annual “harvest” of lions in that state by “hunters” seeking
“recreational opportunities.”
“Trophy hunters have killed approximately 29,000 lions in the U.S. in the last
decade.”
– Humane Society Report, “Cecil 2,” 2016
“Since 1890, there have been 29 fatal attacks by mountain lions on humans in
North America.” – Arizona Game and Fish Department
My brother, his son, and I left the old man and continued hiking. We could still hear the
hounds’ baying and see their movements. I wondered if this might be my long-awaited
chance to see a mountain lion. A few years ago, I came across fresh prints in newly fallen
snow not far from my Oregon home.
And my son and daughter-in-law saw one calmly walking through the woods only a couple
hundred yards from our house. But I never have had that good fortune.
I found myself imagining the big cat racing across this Arizona trail in front of us, and
wondered if we would try to use our hiking poles to fend off the dogs long enough for the
cougar to escape, and what sort of confrontation that might create with the gunmen. That
didn’t happen, of course, as the lion seemed to be getting away without our help.
During our time in the area, we climbed to the top of massive red rock formations caused
by powerful natural forces over millions of years.
We walked on an iced-over stream that reflected reds and yellows coming from steep and
narrow canyon walls.
We trekked for miles through clumps of giant old trees – pinyon, alligator bark juniper, oak,
sycamore, and more – and wondered what will happen to them and other living things there
as the climate continues to get hotter and drier.
“The southwestern United States is expected to become more prone to
droughts with climate change. The resulting loss of vegetation will not only impact herbivores like mule deer; their main predator, mountain lions, might take
an even larger hit.” – NASA
In our visit to red-rock wilderness we had gone on our own kind of hunt. But contrary to the
old kids’ game, we were afraid – not of the lion, but for our common future.
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Horses in the Heat
We used to joke
that the old farmer’s horses
were “out standing in their field.”
But now it’s 115 degrees
and it’s all they can do
to breathe.
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They’re horses,
so they don’t ask
why it is hot
like never before
or who stands in the way of
doing something about it.

On the fence that
keeps them in their place
there will soon be signs
with the slogan
“Horses Strong,”
celebrating their “resilience”

and urging them to be proud
that they are somehow surviving
the unnatural heat.
/Matt Witt
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The Trouble with Stress
by Jennifer Allen Newton

Humans and other animals have always had stress, and our bodies have evolved to respond in some
remarkable ways that have helped us survive over the millennia. Major stressors, like war and famine,
have pushed the limits of our ability to adapt. Beneficial stress – eustress – can amp up our performance, help our muscles and bones grow stronger and inspire us to achieve things we never knew we
were capable of.
10,000 years ago most of our day-to-day stress involved finding food and avoiding being food. Now,
with more than half of the global population living in urban environments (in Western Europe, the
Americas, Australia, Japan and the Middle East more than 80% of the populations now live in urban
areas), being chased by a tiger is a risk few people face.
Our societies have changed a lot in the last 10,000 years, but we, as human beings, have not. And as
modern as we like to think we are, our ancient, animal nervous systems don’t know the difference
between being chased by a tiger or reading an offensive Tweet. That’s largely why an estimated 6090% of primary care doctor visits are due to stress-related issues (and that statistic was before the
pandemic).

So what happens when we experience stress?
Our body get us ready to go.
Our endocrine system pumps out adrenaline and cortisol.
Our heart pumps harder and we breathe faster to get more oxygen into the blood.
Our blood vessels and muscles tighten, our blood pressure goes up and our liver releases extra
sugar into our bloodstream – all to prepare our body to run.
Our blood thickens so it can coagulate faster if we end up bleeding.
Our digestion either empties what it can immediately or it stops moving altogether.
Our higher brain functions and our sexual organs power down.
Why? Because when a cheetah is chasing us, we can’t be stopping to grab a nibble, hit the
“reading room,” ponder the meaning of life or make a baby.
You’ve probably heard this described as the fight-or-flight response, but freeze and faint are also
common reactions to acute stress in humans and other animals (think: deer in the headlights, writer’s
block and Victorian novels). It goes back to normal once we’ve reached safety. All this is exactly
what’s supposed to be happening, because it prepares us to deal with a crisis in the moment and survive to tell stories about it later around the campfire.

Today all of nature – humans included – are experiencing chronic stress.
Pollution. Pandemics. Politics. Pundits. And the major stressors created by climate change – fires,
epic storms, sea-level rise – are really just getting started. Our stress responses are being triggered
over and over, multiple times a day, without an adequate chance to return to baseline.
Chronic stress leads to a host of modern, chronic illnesses that map remarkably well to the list of
stress responses above (and which, for the most part, didn’t plague our ancestors): insomnia, migraine
headaches, digestive problems, sexual dysfunction, infertility, high blood pressure, type 2 diabetes,
heart and vascular problems and dementia, just to name a few.
While alcohol and other drugs may feel like they’re helping us get over stress, their effects often
mask or compound the problem, and in the cold light of the morning after, our stressors are still there
staring us in the face.
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These health problems are coming at a great cost to us personally and as a society – in our taxes, in
our private insurance rates and in the cost of medical care overall. And there’s another cost as well,
perhaps not as obvious, but even more insidious. Chronic stress effectively keeps our brains in survival mode, making it harder for us to engage in critical thinking, to use good judgment, to make big
decisions or to contemplate complex issues like climate change.
(Politicians and corporate strategists know this, and that’s why keeping us frightened and angry and
living within a hair’s breadth of our means are such effective ways of ensuring the populace isn’t
paying attention to the big issues. It makes us easier to control. It makes it easier to convince us that
somebody actually is after us, be it immigrants, people of color, intellectuals or socialists.)

We must deal with daily stressors so we can tackle the big stuff.
Many of the stressors we face today are things over which we have no control, and that feeling of
helplessness can freeze us into inaction. But if we take an honest assessment of our daily lives, most
of us will find that there are a lot of daily stressors over which we do have some modicum of control.
Those are the levers we need to start pulling now so that we have the mental acuity and emotional resilience to engage, think creatively and work together as a species to tackle the bigger issues before
us.
Here are a few strategies that can help:
Breathe. When stressed, most of us breathe off the top of our lungs. Taking deep, belly breaths is
an instant stress reducer. A quick strategy for instant relief is a sigh – sniff in two deep, rapid sniffs
through the nose, then let out the air with a whoosh through the mouth. Follow with 3-4 deep, slow
breaths through the nose or in through the nose, out through the mouth.
Electronic fasting. Shut down everything with a screen (or at least the things that are most likely to
deliver stressful information) to give yourself a full 12 hours without social media, news or anything
else that might deliver a jolt of stress right before bed or before breakfast. Also, screens tend to give
off blue light, which stimulates the pineal gland and keeps us awake. Putting screens away at least an
hour before bed can help with insomnia. And a good night’s sleep is one of the best ways to combat
stress.
Mindfulness. Mindfulness – paying mindful attention in the moment – helps us cultivate calm and
develop a deeper appreciation for things. It can be as simple as slowing down to truly notice and
enjoy the complex flavors of a delicious bite of food or a swirl of good wine on the tongue, the feeling
of warm water cascading down your back in the shower, the sound of birds singing or the glow of
sunlight on a garden. The point is to just be completely in the now – not ruminating on the past or
fretting about the future. The longer you do it, the more you unwind the stresses of the day.
Nature bathing. Also called shinrin yoku or forest bathing, the practice of spending time in natural
areas that are lush with plants and trees is a proven antidote for chronic stress. Combining mindfulness with environment, shinrin yoku is a national wellness strategy in Japan where they’ve set aside
places for people to go and be in nature. Scientific studies have shown that spending as little as 10
minutes outside in nature can lessen the effects of physical and mental stress. Turn off the devices,
turn on the mindfulness and just breathe.
• • • • •
Jennifer Allen Newton is a writer, editor and National Board Certified Health & Wellness Coach
reachwellness.org / bluehousecg.com
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Ptrzia :
The New Pollution
Stamp Art Edition
Ptrzia, Tictac for her Mail art practice, is an Italian multidisciplinary artist traversing disciplines of drawing, silversmith,
artist books, visual poetry, artist stamps and photography.
She is co-ordinating two assembling zines in a box, Zine in a
Box and sPMATSzine, and various Mail Art projects. Ptrzia
has exhibited her work internationally in solo and group exhibits, and also been featured in various publications. Ptrzia is
currently based in Munich, Germany.
http://zineinabox.blogspot.com

“The New Pollution is a my cry of despair. The new burden to
our environmental degradation, an unavoidable testimony to
a growing and concerning human misbehavior of lessons never learnt from the past. In the meantime face masks have already generated a huge amount of plastic waste on both land
and marine environment.”
Ptrzia, Tictac in Mail Art, è un’artista italiana multidisciplinare che passa agevolmente fra le varie discipline del disegno,
Argenteria, libri d’artista, poesia visiva, francobolli d’artista,
fotografia. Coordina due riviste di assemblaggio, Zine in a Box
e sPMATSzine, e vari progetti di Mail Art. Ptrzia ha esposto
a livello internazionale il suo lavoro in mostre personali e di
gruppo, presente anche in varie pubblicazioni. Attualmente
vive a Monaco, Germania.
http://zineinabox.blogspot.com

“The New Pollution è il mio grido di disperazione. Il nuovo
peso da aggiungere al nostro degrado ambientale, una testimonianza inevitabile di un crescente comportamento umano
sbagliato, di lezioni mai imparate dal passato. Nel frattempo le
maschere hanno già generato un’enorme quantità di rifiuti di
plastica nell’ambiente terrestre e marino.”
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This painting of a forest fire integrates a body print which was made as a performance titled
“Climate Grief.” The performance was part of a benefit for Sane Energy, a local environmental
action group.
I expressed grief in response to world-wide forest fires, floods, drought, mass extinctions,
and other symptoms of the climate crisis, while tearing my shirt and painting my skin. I encouraged the audience to grieve with me, and at the end asked them to be there for each
other, and for the earth.
The forest fires were painted around the body prints in the studio after the performance.
Tamara Wyndham
Forest Fire 1
Tamara Wyndham
Body contact print; acrylic on cotton.
50 in H x 73 in W
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BELLE et BEAU

Galerie d’art contemporain
14 rue de Grille 13200 Arles, France
instagram.com/belle.beau.arles
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Petites histoires de nos ordures:
A documentary series by Nick Quinn
(2011)

Rome
Cloaca Maxima
Rome was the first city with more than one million residents. No other city that
size existed until the onset of the Industrial Revolution. Rome was only able
to exist due to its ingenious garbage and water management. For more than a
thousand years after its founding, whenever a municipal problem in garbage
management arose, city leaders first question was inevitably, “How did Rome
do it?”
The Cloaca Maxima, the first purposely built sewage system, ran right though
the Roman Forum.
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Bury the Rubbish

London ships out its garbage
in containers on barges
that take it out along
the River Thames.

Traditionally human garbage
has been dumped, burnt or buried.

This garbage burial site outside Cairo is being built
to reclaim land from the desert.
This burial site in Southern England is being built
to capture methane as the garbage decomposes.
The methane is used to generate energy.

2 Bury the Rubbish
Traditionally human garbage has been dumped, burnt or
buried. This burial site in Southern England is being built to
generate methane as the garbage decomposes. The methane
is used to generate energy. London ships out its garbage in
containers on barges that take it out along the River Thames.
This other garbage burial site outside Cairo is being build to
reclaim land from the desert. You can see the final scavengers picking over the garbage to remove anything of value.
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You can see the final
scavengers picking over
the garbage to remove
anything of value.
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Recycling
The Zabbaleen,
who are Coptic Christians,
have served as Cairo’s informal
garbage collectors since approximately
the 1940s. Here one can see
how garbage is stored on
their homes, a staging
ground as the garbage
waits to be recycled.

At this paper
recycling plant on
the outskirts of Paris,
paper is sorted by
some of the most
fragile members
of society.
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Burning
This claw loads the
furnaces of a garbage
recycling plant on Long Island,
just outside New York City; the
burning of rubbish generates
energy for one of the world’s
most populated cities.
Up until the 1990s
New York City’s garbage
was simply dumped at sea.

Nick Quinn

is a filmmaker
living and working in Paris, France.
These stills are from his documentary series,
Petites histoires de nos ordures (2011).
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All photos © NICK QUINN.
More on the series here:
http://www.nickquinn.fr
/docu_ordures.html
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Julie Wyn Summerfield
Ghost Boats There are lots of boats in Amsterdam, so when suddenly the boat image arrived in my work I figured it was due to living in this city. It wasn’t until I started painting
Ghost Boats I realized subconsciously I was bringing to the surface the ongoing disaster of
the refugee crisis, first off on the island of Lesbos where we have a home, so it was literally
close to home, but then the very large human crisis due to climate change and war was the
big reason.
On Stilts Everything on stilts, the water has risen, there is nowhere to go. How high do
we have to build these stilts? To the sky? Nothing is safe.
I didn’t start any of these paintings with a clear political agenda. This is my response to living
and watching a human disaster happening before our very eyes, in our own lifetime.

Julie Wyn Summerfield

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
www.juliesummerfield.com
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Antic-Ham

Born in Seoul, South Korea and lives in Achill Island, Ireland.
She is running Redfoxpress with Francis Van Maele and makes artist books
using various techniques such as silkscreen, collage, illustrations and photography.
@antic_ham
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Zoo Confessions
Can dogs talk? Do they care about Teslas? I think they do. Do seagulls want a good
deal on garbage? I believe they do. Do chimpanzees believe in God? If they say so, yes.
Animal Farmy is Matthew Rose’s zoo confessions, tactless nods to the awful twins of tedium
and atrociousness that define the lives of all endangered species and obviously, humanity
itself. Yes, extinction is a sport, and the diarrhea of survival blather, the animal grease that
keeps our mindless DNA turning towards oblivion, serves it well. Indeed, the bad thoughts
and faithless prayers we sling about become our dull achievement badges and faded victory
banners in our great halls of inanity. He confesses, things are not going well.
Animal Farmy is available on Blurb: https://www.blurb.com/b/10479212-animal-farmy
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Sarah de Teliga
Paintings : Still Lives of the Ordinary
Image: Pour Belle, 2021, oil on board
www.instagram.com/sdeteliga/
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Museum
is a

mocostabafo

of Collections of Small Things and Books and Found Objects
The Museum of Collections of Small Things and Books and Found Objects
sort of museum consisting of collections of small things, books and found objects.
Located at 45°39’08”N, 123°06’54”W,
the museum is currently open by appointment only.
Admission is free.

the collection of collections

(A partial list. Not all collections are on
view at any given time.)

• bottle cap sculptures
• chopstick papers
• water journals
• sweeper tines
• walk boxes
• not robert rauschenberg’s
erasers
• soils, sands and stones
• bones
• wishbones
• snakeskins
• paint books/journals
• travel journals
• 3D postcards, old & new
• globes
• lists of skipped stones
• mosses, seeds and cones
• ricers
• braces (hand drills)
• map boxes
• recordings
• tin tubes
• tin/steel boxes & cans
The Museum of Collections of Small Things and Books and Found Objects
• church keys
(not pictu
r ed
a ove is an affiliate of concretewheels.com
(@concretewheels)
• toy postal vans / various countries
• how to cut out a nori bunny kit
• sardine gyotaku
Visit us online at mocostabafo.com or @mocostaba fo..
This ad paid for by The Friends of MoCoSTaBaFO
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eith ono an s Laryngitis, a limited edition comic
boo produced or the aris exhibition ew oo
,
brought together the anadian artist s blac and white
collage wor s with the post it note texts o poet and
author lexandra li er, a anadian poet who was then
li ing in aris. The collages are t pical o ono an s
mix o image, bro en lines, text and deadpan.
riginall rom ancou er, eith now li es in ont
morillon, rance wor ing his magic and exhibiting his
can ases, drawings and a number o altered ob ects
chairs, shower curtains, drapes co ered with his
surreal and sometimes erotic designs. is wor s are
shown across urope but can also be iewed here:
https: www.instagram.com eithdono an
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MORE TROUBLE
atthew ose

eco warrior daughter who li es in egas and wor s as a
on
the other da . he d ust been to see piral ett ,
earthwor he made in
. t stic s out into the reat alt
drought has le t mithson s wor exposed since
. ut
toilets nearb . uring the pandemic there were li e
cars
and poop.

olid old ancer called me
obert mithson s amous
a e in tah. he said that the
saw the were putting more
isiting a da , that s a lot o pee

***
ast night had a strange dream that the amous hinese artist i ei ei had collected all
the plastic h podermic needles used to in ect the orona irus accines, and he emplo ed
one billion hinese wor ers to paint tin logos o his name on them and that he was selling
the empt needles or
uan each, or about
. 3. e called the wor
rug ord.
***
n eptember was o ered a retrospecti e o m art wor at the ompidou in aris, rance.
er anc , now. t could er well be m big brea , thought, the beginning o m great
career as a real isionar
onored b one o the biggest, most important contemporar
museum in urope thought: rt esponsbilit
nd also: ame one
was a little em
barrased at m good ortune but here was m chance to ha e m sa and ta e center stage
hange the world e as well nown as i ei ei The curator as ed me what would li e
to exhibit, and told him,
giant pool o raw sewage, what s m budget
***
n tele ision the other night was a na ed man, about
ears old, explaining that he is a
mid career artist and also, a li ing wor o art. The lad inter iewing him explained to the
audience that here was the artist ill roop, and that he was basicall a nudist who gets
arrested e er time he wal s into a almart without an clothes on.
e been arrested
thousands o times, he said.
e become amous or this art.
ut is our art getting arrested or not wearing clothes as ed the lad inter iewer.
don t ou get cold, e er
t seemed at that moment she glanced down at his nuts.

nd

***
ears ago ran into ichard ong, the ritish land artist who became amous b wal ing in
a field somewhere in the nited ingdom, ma ing a line in the dirt with the heel o his boot
and photographing it. ine ade b
al ing, he called it. le er: heap and eas . er
natural. uring that exhibition, ichard ong showed a collection o roc s and piles o dirt
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man garbage truc s were charging up and down this little hill. ndlessl these garbage
truc s prowled the streets, empt ing trash containers, unloading the massi e spaceship li e
glass rec cling bins, and scouring the streets with high pressure water and soap hoses.
wal ed two miles home and criss crossed a number o other less clean neighborhoods.
couldn t help but see the tonnage o stu humanit has piled onto the stu it s alread
stac ed up. o much glass, wood, bro en electronics, iron encing, plastic tra c cones,
abandoned cars, chic en bones, c onald s st ro oam clamshells, piles o bro en bric s,
shopping carts tossed in the road, abandoned
ace mas s, cigarette butts, bab
pacifiers, poop filled diapers
T wondered: hat i it were all
cleaned up and made to disappear
ould that ma e us happ
s all this garbage this wh
m so unhapp
r the act that see it and now it s there
***
thin the biggest problem on the planet is plastic. now it was a un mo ie line in the
ustin o man film, The raduate, but in
, plastic is going to ill us.
eeling is plas
tic is li e a enom the arth is spewing without help that we are wrapping around our heads
and s uee ing tight. i e a poisonous sna e. t can t possibl wor out well, can it
***

arranged in circles and lines. ice
told him.
t the time was carr ing around m petition, etition or othing . as ed the artist to
sign it. e said,
h should sign it, it s or nothing
t was a good uestion, told him.
True, but it s also a petition made b wal ing. i e a sculpture. t s basicall what ou are
doing without the roc s and the dirt. e thought or a moment, then too m pen and
signed his name. or his home town he wrote ristol,
. or the date he wrote ow.
***
n the tal radio show listen to e er da , this morning some gu called in and said m
against the accines, and then said The re experimental. ut will ta e ermectin. The
host said That s or deworming horses and is not appro ed or humans. n act, using the
drug ermectin would in e ect be experimental. nd certainl without a doctor s appro al.
ell,

now what m doing and that s all ha e to sa , said the caller and he hung up.
***

ast night had a er long wal in aris and wandered through a er clean area in the 3th
arrondisement. utte aux ailles. was a bit shoc ed b three things: ow little litter there
was on the narrow cobblestone streets, how much grafitti there was on its walls and how
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good riend o mine li es in ashington . . and was watching the apitol iots and n
surrection rom a good sa e distance, he said. t went or hours and hours. ou could hear
the roar o these angr people a giant gang fight. saw all that stu later on the tele ision,
o course, but what struc me most was the garbage these people le t. hen it was all o er,
he told me, wandered through the apitol grounds and saw thousands o plastic Trump
cups, st ro oam hamburger clam shells, Twin ie wrappers, bab wipes, thousands o ciga
rette butts, empt beer cans, diapers and the oddest thing, those pillows sold b the gu on
t Those
illows The loo ed pee stained. was li e, T
***
There are eight billion people on this poor blue planet. ight now humanit is on a trac to
produce about 3. million tons o garbage a da . nd er little o it is cleanl incinerated or
rec cled. told this to some gu on Twitter who wrote me bac : esus will ta e care o it all.
o worries
shut down m computer and thought, h good Than
od.
***
o learned this is real:
ear old white home schooled id bu s an
with his stiu
mulus chec and then crosses a state line to show it o at a riot protesting the illing o an
unarmed blac man. acob la e, learned was shot se en times in the bac . This white id
sa s he was as ed to protect a used car lot. hen saw the ideo, there were no used cars
on the lot. learned he shot three people, and illed two o them with his weapon. There was
a big trial. e got o . uring the trial saw him blubblering on the witness stand and in the
middle o his tears he glanced o er at the ur .
Matthew Rose is an artist and writer living in Paris, France. Instagram: @mistahcougthdrop
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church. The merciful Lord showed his benevolence with Brother Joe’s departure from this world, smiting
him down with a snow plough and in so doing making his funeral more manageable.
When we have finished committing this once colossus to the ground, to drink and eat by the Lord’s side,
there will be a gathering at Brother Joe’s house, to celebrate his memory. It is requested that any parishioners whose wives were having some extracurricular with our dearly departed Brother Joe, should show
some of the good Lord’s forgiveness, towards our dearly departed Brother. “Blessed is the one whose
transgressions are forgiven, whose sins are covered.”
Brother Joe, may have strayed from the flock, but his soul was always in the palm of the Lord.
***

Trouble At The Mill
Fellow brothers and member s of Sawmill and Timber Workers’ Union, with great sadness I have to
announce the sudden death of Brother Bob O’Bryant, a union representative for Longmill’s Creek. I can’t
say too much about the death of Brother Bob, as his death is still under investigation. What I can say was
that last night Brother Bob (or his remains) were discovered after Bob had “fallen” into the wood-chipping
machine. In all my years of being a union man, never such a horrendous fatality has occurred in any of the
mills in the locality.
Poor Bob was splattered all over the room, like somebody squirting a giant ketchup and one police officer
on scene declared they had never witnessed such a grisly scene in all their years as serving officers. The
Officer is presently on leave, as he recovers from his trauma.

Brother Joe RIP
With sorrow in our hearts, we announce the sad passing of Brother Joseph Jeremiah Jones. God bless his
soul. Brother Joe’s demise teaches us how death is always close at hand, lurking around any corner. In
Brother Joe’s case it was waiting in the form of an out of control snow plough, which tore our dear Brother
in two, leaving an ungodly mess. Our Brother was on his bicycle having bought a crate of ale, and was
attempting to balance said crate of ale when he encountered the snow plough.
His funeral will take place at St Stephens church. He leaves behind a wife and a large family, having planted his seed not only with his dear wife, but with many of the female congregation of St Stephens, who he
blessed with children. Brother Joe, was not only a big procreator, but a servant to our community. He was
a legendary drinker who despite his insobriety managed to speak with great coherence about the Lord. His
sermons would make even the devil himself shiver with fear, while his singing voice would echo in far off
towns, making any disbelievers tremble and fall to their knees.
He was an upstanding man who held court in many bars in our local community. How his liver stood up
to his alcohol abuse, only the Lord knows. As many of you will know when he wasn’t drinking bars dry
Brother Joe was also a man who liked his food. I say like, but in truth, he was often described as a ravenous beast who hoovered down his food with great zest, while others went hungry.
His large frame would have made it impossible for pall bearers to carry him down the aisle of our blessed
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This catastrophic situation occurred after Bob had a fiery meeting with the management over a meagre
pay rise of 0.5 %. Bob fought valiantly for a pay rise and improvement in the company safety conditions.
Despite never getting any concessions from the management Bob was well respected for his passion for
worker’s rights.
Bob leaves a wife and five children, including psychotic oldest son, Bob Jr., who is presently in jail on a
life sentence. Bob Jr. is more commonly known a “the mad axe man”.
As you may know due to his appalling financial state Bob was forced to live in a wooden hut in the forest
and some might recall him howling like a wounded animal as a full moon lit up the sky and arriving in the
Longmill Tavern shouting he’d just wrestled with a jaguar. Poor Brother Bob was forced to scrap for fruits
and berries and trap wild animals as the bitter cold winter left the O’Bryant family on the threshold of
death while the management lived it up on their profits.
So far the management have refused to comment on the final meeting they had with Bob, except to say
it was a “convivial affair” A cleaner later told a newspaper reporter she’d heard raised voices and later a
sound of a man screaming, followed by the sound of a machine being turned on, after which she heard
splattering noises, then an eerie silence.
Mabel McCloud the cleaner is not seen as a reliable witness, having FPP (Fantasy prone personality) The
management allege that during her job interview had told them she had visions of angels and was a descendant of both Jesus and Buddha. They also said she was a twice Washroom Cleaner of the Year Award winner.
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The management did present the remains of Bob to his widow in an ornate wooden box, with the company
logo engraved, one of the many manufactured at the mill. There was a card of condolence, with a message
“Bob O’Bryant shredded before his time.”
They offered to rehouse her from her shack and made an offer of a good cleaning job. Bob had no pension,
his money going on his gambling habit.
Investigative reporter Lyle Gordon said that recently there had been other strange goings on at Longmills
Creek, even after Bob Jr. had been safely locked up.

sweet Vanity’s standing. Judging by recent social media posts, Vanity will be wearing her favourite Italian
designer dress, placed in an open glass coffin. Her makeup will be done by younger sister Cindy, who
incidentally has just swept her way to a million and a half followers and who has stepped seamlessly into
Vanity’s shoes. Vanity’s funeral will be at the Immaculate Conception Church. Those attending are advised
to apply simple foundation, mascara and brows. maybe some lip balm.
Attendees will be able to take selfies with sweet Vanity’s angelic lifeless body, but must have over a million followers. Please send an email to jaderoxtonpr@roxton.co.uk sending your instagram handles and
youtube address. Those with appropriate social media standing will be informed that they can attend sweet
Vanity’s funeral.

The CEO of LongMills Timber Mill, Mack McGrail, is a shadowy messianic figure who some claim, apart
from the Mill, has a fully operational cloning company. Two Mack McGrails were seen walking down
Longmills Avenue singing a lumberjack song, with copies of The Pine and Lakes Echo Journal.

The flowers will be Vanity’s favourite saffron crocuses. The funeral will be live streamed live on youtube,
please subscribe to Vanity Divine’s funeral live stream.

Lyle Gordon alleges the five Johnson brothers, who work at mill and who are loyal, trusty supporters of
the management are just one person. They have never been seen apart and never say a word to the rest of
the workforce. Some say they never take a holiday and arrive for work on Sundays.

At the end of the funeral Vanity will be laid to rest in her own mausoleum on an island on her estate. There
is talk of transforming her estate into a museum filled with Vanity’s clothes, her favourite makeup, her
favourite photographs and a chronicle of her short but sweet life.

One Sunday two Lana McGrails, McGrails’ pretty wife, were seen singing in the Longmill Lutheran
women’s choir. The McGrails are known to have two sons called Willy and three replicate daughters called
Mildred.

The Vanity Divine foundation has been set up to help victims of fan obsession. – Francis H. Powell
***

Another rumour doing the rounds is, that one day Bob Jr. having been unfairly dismissed from the Mill,
sprung out of some undergrowth and attacked Mack McGrail while he was on a hunting trip with other
members of the management. In a vicious attack Bob Jr. sliced a big chunk of McGrails head. Mortally
wounded, Mc Grail was taken back to his family mansion. Nobody imagined he could survive such a blow.
The Monday morning that followed saw McGrail walk into the Mill with an extra spring in his step and a
beaming smile, not a scratch could be seen. Bob Jr. soon found himself locked up in the county’s hardest
jail doing forced labour with a logging gang.
Union members are invited to donate money to widows of Mill Workers fund. The funeral will take place
at The Wood of the Cross Baptist church. – Francis H. Powell
***

Vanity Divine
With sadness and sorrow in our hearts we are informing you of the sad passing of sweet sister Vanity Divine. Sweet Vanity, like an angel of paradise, with over a million followers on Instagram, was worshipped
by one and all. Sadly her beauty was to be her undoing. Sweet Vanity was cut down in her prime with a
silver bullet fired by an obsessive fan Zane Growl, which passed between her sapphire blue eyes. At the
time of her death sweet Vanity was adorned with beauty products from her own cosmetics line, please go
to vanitydivine.com to copy the Vanity Divine look.
Her final post on Instagram ironically read “perhaps I am too beautiful for this world”. The 500,000 likes
from her followers seemed to take her words to their hearts.
Vanity’s funeral is being arranged by her PR agent, who says it will be a send off that befits a social star of
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Family Troubles
Whitmore Johnson, the multi-billionaire, has sadly passed away, God rest his soul.

the scheming slut. There was no chance in hell of changing Dad’s mind.”
The funeral will be held at The Infinite Wisdom of God Chapel. Whitmore Johnson’s remains will be
placed in a mausoleum overlooking Lake Superior. – Francis H. Powell

The 15-times married Johnson was discovered in Lake Superior.

•••

His last wife, 16-year-old Angel Love, said her husband looked like a mummified apeman when he was
hauled out of the frozen lake, adding, “He looked gross.”
She couldn’t explain why he’d decided to go for a midnight swim by himself. The wheelchair bound billionaire was on his honeymoon with Angel Love (real name Jane Smith), on his yacht, when the accident
happened.
Dressed from head to toe in black designer clothes, her eyes covered by designer shades, Angel Love told
reporters “I was working out with Scott, my personal trainer, when a crew member told us there was a man
overboard. Never in our wildest imagination could we have imagined that person was sweet, dear Whitmore.”
Johnsons’ oldest daughter Verity, old enough to be Angel’s grandmother, told reporters, “My father hated
swimming and due to health issues hadn’t swum for over forty years.” She said the police needed to keep
up their ongoing investigation. “Something highly suspicious has gone on and we won’t let this matter
go.”
Angel Love, met 90-year old Whitmore, while pole-dancing at one of his notorious parties on his yacht.
“It was love at first sight,” Angel Love told Heat Magazine, while doing pictures for their engagement.
“We had a whirlwind romance, it is a pity it had to end so quickly.”
Various lawyers are already starting to contest the last will of Whitmore Johnson, including several exwives and all of his outraged children.

Trouble in Flames
Dunston Griggs has lit his last fire.
Griggs, a renowned pyromaniac, notoriously set fire to churches and once boasted he had set fire to at least
fifteen churches of different denominations, perhaps more, burning eight down to the ground.
“I was born to burn churches down, watching them go up in flames really inspires me,” Griggs told Church
News monthly severalyears ago. “It started when I was a child and I saw a wooden church on a hill and
had a vision of what it would be like on fire, flames rising to the heavens. Firefighters arrived far too late
to save it. I just went into hysterical laughter. That was it, I was hooked. I had this raging fire in my belly
and a voice in my head. I was on a mission to burn ‘em down. My dear father also burned the odd church
down. He was known as The Incinerator. I suppose us Griggs’ have a family vocation.”
He added, ‘Burning down churches has become more challenging over the years, what with fire sprinklers,
better security, CTV cameras and my notoriety has made it a lot harder to get the job done.”
Griggs’ wife Gloria told reporters “Dunston was not an evil man, he was a sweet, loving husband and
father, who simply suffered from a psychological affliction that couldn’t be treated and an impulse that
couldn’t be contained.”

Whitmore Jr, a top lawyer, commented “Angel Love is just a gold digger. She tricked our father but she
hasn’t fooled any of us. We are going to seek justice, and justice will be attained.”

Church minister The Reverand Luther Greenback had this to say of Griggs’ death: “The Almighty saw
that justice was served, Griggs burnt down the house of God, doing the work of the devil. His death is a
blessing. His life is over and I can only imagine he now burns in hell. The church going community can
worship in peace, knowing that this demonic maniac is no more. He could have burnt down the local disco, but chose to violate the sacred church of God.”

Nobody from the Johnson family attended their father’s wedding; those present were largely members of
the media and high school friends of Angel. Angel’s friends will be attending the funeral services along
with a host of dignitaries.

The charred body of Griggs was discovered in a church porch. What he was doing nobody knows. It is assumed he was about to set fire to yet another church. In his black hands he gripped a lighter inscribed with
the words ‘It only takes a small match to light a big fire’.

Whitmore Johnson once said “I go through wives sometimes quicker than I go through boxes of cigars.”
Johnsons’ third son Eric told reporters “After marrying two beauty queens, five secretaries, a Russian ballerina, two physiotherapists, a weather forecast presenter, a circus contortionist, a hairdresser, a personal
shopper, and a plastic surgeon, Dad succeeded in marrying a cold-hearted, psychopathic killer.”

Griggs leaves a wife and three children. His oldest son, little Willy Griggs, has already managed to burn
down the school library and set his teacher’s car on fire. Church leaders are concerned he might follow
in the footsteps of his father and a whole line of Griggs’. Little Willy is presently being held in a juvenile
detention center.

Eric told The Daily Enquirer: “Dad was the best when closing a business deal, but his choice in women
sucked. I watched him gawping, his mouth open like a yawning donkey, at that sleazy man-eater as she gyrated and slithered up and down a pole, and I knew immediately she had him hooked like a fish on the end
of a line. I tried to convince him that was a floozy after his money, but it was no good, he’d already bought
a diamond engagement ring, which cost more than most countries’ national debts, and was set on marrying

Dunston Griggs’ remains will be cremated at Black Friar’s Crematorium 1st November. – Francis H.
Powell
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Francis H. Powell is a writer living and working in France. He is the author of Flight of Destiny and Other Stories. Visit him here: https://francishpowellauthor.weebly.com/
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Death of a Dear friend
On May 19, 2021 Roe v. Wade died at the age of 48 years.
Born in l973 after a lengthy laborm Roe v Wade began its history based u pon was the Constitutional
“right to privacy” and was met with joyous celebrations throughout the United States of America by feminists and those who long supported the rights of women to be free from tyranny.
A 2021 Texas law signed by Governor Greg Abbot, a self-absorbed mysogonist, was the direct cause of
death. The cocktail of religious ferver and overreaching government power, destroyed Texas women’s
right to choose.
Roe v. Wade was brought into being by a decision penned by Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun, and
joined a loving family of millions of Americans. Her birth altered the course of power women had over
their own bodies; that new reality enabled women to pursue careers without interruptions and avoid toxic
relationships based on fear and economics.
Roe v Wade’s hobbies included saving children from the loss of a mother thanks to unsafe abortion practices and removing men from the process of controlling women’s bodies. Her birth reduced the costs of
treatment for women who had dangerous and unsafe abortions, currently estimated to be $553 million per
year.
Her 2021 death in Texas leaves behind profound regret on the part of the World Health Organization which
found “Almost every abortion death and disability could be prevented through … provision of safe, legal,
induced abortion, and timely care for complications.”
Ironically, after Roe v Wade was born, abortion rates dropped, which was ostensibly the goal of those in
favor of restricting abortion. Of course, before she died, Roe v Wade was well aware that the naysayers
had a much darker purpose – to leave many women in grave danger.
Prior to her death, Roe v Wade requested that contributions be made to Planned Parenthood in lieu of
flowers.
Services will be held at the voting booth on the first Tuesday of November 2024 where it is hoped, unlike
Timothy Leary, she will actually be brought back to life.
– Dorothy Clay Simms
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Pamela Knight, Groundbreaking Sports Illustrated Writer
The British mum I never had passed away in late August 2019, a few months shy of her 89th birthday.
Pamela Knight’s copy editing skills made the Walford Gazette, my tabloid fanzine about the British
TV series EastEnders, read much better for nearly a quarter century.
She was a transplanted Brit born in Newcastle Upon Tyne, who married an American named Jim
Knight, and they raised their family in the Upper West Side Manhattan apartment building, which I
called home from 1993 until 2006.
I remember when the co-op board interviewed me, and I explained that I had a sideline publishing
a quarterly newspaper about a popular British program. One of the board members asked me which
show. The board member said, “One of our cooperators, Pamela, is addicted to EastEnders.”

“Most of all she enjoyed cooking dinner for family and friends, playing Anagrams, and listening to
the Rolling Stones, Mark Knopfler, and Fleetwood Mac,” Kat explained.
It’s too bad I learned that now because I had stories about Knopfler and Mick Fleetwood that I could
have shared with her.
Kat told me that besides EastEnders her favourite telly included Fawlty Towers, Two Fat Ladies, and
Are You Being Served? I can’t remember whether Pamela joined us for the dinner party we held for
Wendy Richard, but she was most definitely in attendance at the one I threw at my home for Deepak
Verma (Sanjay Kapoor). She counseled him that there was nothing wrong for a 25-year-old man –
even if he had a steady job like acting on EastEnders – to still live at his mum’s house.
For the Gazette, Pamela and I settled into a working routine, in which I would email her in bunches
the articles I collected – and done only a cursory edit – for the coming issue.

Pamela and I became fast friends, and when I bought out my Gazette co-founder Dan Abramson in
1999, I knew I needed Pamela’s help for copy editing since Dan handled most of the day-to-day line
editing and my schedule really didn’t allow for it.

She’d often check her Concise Oxford Dictionary for spellings and usage, and about 10 years ago
when she purchased the then latest edition, Pamela gifted me with her old copy, which will remain a
prized possession in my library.

Pamela often shared stories of growing up in Northern England, and how she worked in London
during the blitz. The only time I managed to get Pamela to write an article for the Gazette was a
WWII tale.

Looking back on our correspondence back-and-forth during an issue, we settled into a flow that made
the Gazette the fun read that it turned into. To wit,“Dear Larry, Here it is – I hope I have caught everything, because as you know I usually let them macerate overnight and have another look the next
day! But I know you want to finish tonight. Pamela”

I knew she copy edited at the United Nations’ UNESCO and UNICEF agencies, and she mentioned
that she at one time worked at Sports Illustrated.
But it wasn’t until mid-September – a few months after she died after a long illness – that I learned
from her son James that Pamela was the first woman to write for Sports Illustrated. Her articles are
chronicled online in the vault: https://www.si.com/vault-authors/pamela-knight.
“My mom would often win the football pool, which pissed them off in the office,” James recently told
me. I asked whether she followed the NFL. “Not really, but she had a knack for predicting who was
going to win,” explained James, who gave me back the EastEnders board game that we once played
at the apartment. James, by the way, is a computer whiz who saved the Gazette more than once in the
middle of production. James, whose nickname was Finn, said she copy edited for UNICEF as recently
as the end of 2018.
A typical exchange between Pamela and me: “Dear Larry, I didn’t quite understand this sentence
in your piece about Jaffee origins: “What I didn’t know was that four Jaffee immigrants came from
Great Britain while two came from England.” I added “itself” after “England” (as England is part
of the UK) but is that what you meant? In the NC fan club story, “Cindy paid 1500 pounds for a
very specialized service.” Can you put in a pound symbol instead of “pounds.” It just looks odd, as
“pounds” in text generally means the weight. Finn is coming over this weekend, and I will show him
your kind words in the last Gazette re his efforts on behalf of the readers! (You must have fixed my
Quark or FileMaker at the time) Have a very good time.”
I was also close to Pamela’s daughter Kat, who tipped me off in early June that her mum had been in
hospital, which explained why the phone often rang endlessly when I called periodically to check in
on her. Kat mentioned Pamela had joined the United Nations Choral Society and enjoyed traveling
with them for performances.
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Longtime reader David Laughlin once enquired via email about the meaning of “serried,” a slang
word that he heard on EastEnders. I forwarded it to Pamela for translation, and she quickly replied:
“Used in the expression ‘serried ranks,’ it means ‘standing close together.’” She then added, “Cheers,
Pamela, P.S. I couldn’t watch on Wednesday – could you give me a rundown when you have a moment?”
I often did this, and in fact, during our last visit in June 2019, I caught her up on the past several
months of storylines while she was in hospital.
Pamela would also navigate via copy editing the disconnect between stateside fans watching EastEnders via public TV and those who had Internet means to stay up-to-date with the current UK episodes that were more than a decade ahead. Here was one such exchange regarding an article on how
to throw an EastEnders knees-up (party).
“This is a nice change of pace. I deleted the names of those characters who have not hit our screens
yet – except for the list of recommended potluck dishes. But perhaps we could think of something
more in our epoch – Pauline’s shepherd’s pie springs to mind.”
Of an article about the history of British motorcycles, Pamela commented: “A cute piece.”
An email exchange between us during the production on my next-to-last issue on Sept. 3, 2017 went
like this: Me at 9:25 AM, “Hi Pamela, Were you able to work your magic on the Jane & Grant, Houston, Canada, and Matthew R pieces? I’d like to finish those pages today/tonight. I have 6 pages on
PDF complete if you’d like to see them. Thanks, Larry”
To which she responded a few hours later with the copy edited pieces, “Brilliant, thank you! Here
they are. I’d like to see the PDF. Happy Labor Day, laborer! Pamela.”
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We watched at her home one of the 2016 presidential debates together, the one when Trump asked whether
the Russians could find Clinton’s 30,000 missing emails. A few months later, I forward my just published
Huffington Post play review that later appeared in the Gazette with the headline “’Abigail’s Party’ Moves
to Trump’s America,” to which Pamela responded, “Nice piece, Larry. I liked the references to Brexit. Very
apt.”
Pamela’s naughty side came out of this 2006 email about an article we ran about an EastEnders costume
party in North Carolina: “Ooh, I wish we had colour! Haven’t had a chance to look at the story yet, but the
pix are really great. I particularly fancy Nigel - Pat’s very good, too. Pamela.”
Like Pat Butcher on EastEnders, Pamela served as my moral compass in dealing with trials and tribulations of the BBC and WLIW. I remain forever grateful to making the Walford Gazette the fine publication
during my tenure.
– Larry Jaffee
Larry Jaffee is a journalist who teaches writing to college students. When not in the classroom, Jaffee no
doubt is crate-digging somewhere looking for rare vinyl records. For more info: https://larryjaffee.com

***

La Bise
French families sadly announce the death of their favorite daughter, La Bise. La Bise passed away with a
whimper on 15 March 2020, thanks to quarantine restrictions due to Covid -19.
Her death was immediate and shocking to a nation that passed hours slathering spit on friends, relatives
and complete strangers’ faces, and she leaves behind millions of her grieving French family.
La Bise, was only 2,000 years old when she died. She was born in Roman times and was originally named
“basium” but when she became a rebellious teen, she began calling herself Le Baiser which she later shorted to La Bise.
Although she was well loved by her family, her presence could be irritating as well.
For those folks who attended any kind of get together from an office party to criss-crossing paths at a café,
honoring La Bise extended greetings to painful lengths causing everyone, on occasion, to wish she’d never
been born.
That having been said, her presence was a gracious reminder of the value of greeting friends and family
and she will be sorely missed.
Her French family requested donations be made to the https://frenchheritagesociety.org/ in lieu of flowers
– Dorothy Clay Simms
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Rebecca (Becky) Thomas Balcom
November 1, 1935 - January 30, 2021

“The trouble with trouble is, it starts out as fun!” – Mumsie
“Hot Damn!” Mumsie (aka Becky) would say as she popped a champagne bottle and donned a blinged-out
party hat. A Texas wildcatter’s daughter, a proud Choctaw Nation descendent and a Kerrville Hill Country
beauty who never looked (or acted) her age, 85-year-old Mumsie slipped out the back on Saturday night,
January 30th, to join a VIP party of loved ones who couldn’t wait for her to bring on the fun.
Becky Balcom loved people. Everyone who met her felt that love instantly and never forgot it. She gathered everyone in with her dazzling smile as big as Texas and her eye-popping, outrageous wit. Legendary
for her storytelling, she captivated crowds with jaw dropping one-liners and gut-busting laughter. Nicknamed Mumsie by her kids, she did all kinds of things in her life, but her greatest achievement was living
life on her own terms. Her beloved husband Barrie Balcom died too young in 1990. But she rediscovered
living by checking off the bucket list items she’d always dreamed of and took her daughters, granddaughters, and friends in tow. A devoted dog lover, she chose a long succession of badly behaved Doberman
Pinchers to raucously welcome her home. Always planning the next adventure, she travelled a dozen
countries, cruised several oceans, and explored a multitude of cities across America the Beautiful, making
lifelong friends along the way. Everyone wanted in on the fun she was having. With Mumsie suddenly
gone, we’re all left standing around wondering, who dimmed the lights?
Becky was preceded in death by her husband, Barrie Thomas Balcom; her brother, John Jay Thomas,
Jr.; and her daughter, Holly Balcom Fawcett. She is survived by her sister Ellen Thomas Shambaugh of
Dallas; son Stuart Alan Balcom (Sue) of Fredricksburg, TX; daughter Sally Balcom Reavis of Seattle, WA;
and daughter Linda Rebecca Balcom (Mark Stritzel) of Colorado Springs, CO.
She leaves behind amazing grandchildren Allison Frick of Port Angeles, WA; Nicholas Fawcett, Whitney
Fawcett, Blair Fawcett of Fort Worth, TX; Michael Balcom of Dallas, TX; Thomas Balcom of Longmont,
CO; Hank Reavis of Seattle, WA; Helen Stritzel of Memphis, TN; William Stritzel, Isabelle Stritzel of
Boulder, CO; and great-grandchildren Hollis Frick, Monroe Frick, Gwendolyn Frick of Port Angeles, WA;
and Xzander Fawcett of Fort Worth, TX.
A private graveside service will be held at Glen Rest Cemetery on Friday, February 26th in Kerrville,
Texas. Becky’s Celebration of Life will be held at a future date in Fort Worth, TX. Her family encourages
donations in her memory to Tarrant County Homeless Coalition (ahomewithhope.org), The YMCA of the
Rockies (ymcarockies.org), and Lone Star Doberman Rescue (lonestardobermans.org). – Sally Reavis
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Death Notice: Petrol & Diesel
It is with great regret that we announced the deaths of the beloved siblings Petrol and
Diesel aka “ICE” Vehicles. They passed at home in garages across the world in an uncharacteristic fade into oblivion, from regulatory complications, greenhouse gas effects and
technological obsolescence. These events transpired after a long decline over decades, for
a peaceful death on October 13, 2037.
Petrol and Diesel came sputtering and banging out of the minds of Samuel Morland,
Christiaan Huygens and John Barber, into the hands of Jean Joseph Etienne Lenoir,
before being raised through his infancy by the unlikely menage-a-cinq Karl and Bertha
Benz, Rudolf Diesel, George Brayton, and Nicolaus Otto. Petrol was more ebullient and
rambunctious than her brother Diesel, who was shy with a quiet, calm, powerful confidence.
***
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ART: Matthew Rose / Paris 2021

Horoscope - Fin 2021
Rupert “The Oracle” Oz
Rupert reports from his hideaway in Cornwall, England! Rubbing his crystal balls, “The Oracle”
gives us a hint about what the future holds in store for us in 2022!
“Holy shit!,” Rupert emailed us, just yesterday. “Twenty twenty-one is finally giving up the ghost. My
Lord! What a terrible year it’s been for me – how’s it been for you? Twenty twenty-two looks worse in
my oracular opinion; trouble ahead! Yikes!”
Aries – Trying to find breathing space to work is a real challenge at the moment. Try coasting for a
couple of weeks until you get your meds.
Taurus – If there were that many peanuts in the bowl to begin with, why do your pockets look so empty?
Gemini – A horse this week can excite something in your heart that wasn’t previously expressed and
really ought to be resolved by buying that Ferrari ashtray you’ve been lusting after.
Cancer – Without someone to peel your tangerine, you’re going to have to get used to the idea that
you may never see home-cooked spaghetti again.
Leo – Like the brightest rays of a golden sun, you too will begin to fade around 6pm and collapse in a
comfy chair, only to wake up a bit too early tomorrow. Get used to it.
Virgo – Looking back at recent events – your newest obsession – will have you wondering. Should
I tidy up or just accept that some of the stains will eventually become sentimental? Lean into these
thoughts.
Libra – Larger than usual yawns this week may either prove to be a symptom of work burning, or it may not.
Scorpio – Oh! Your life is always so great anyway, isn’t it, Julie? As if you needed a horoscope to
help you steer your way through another divorce.
Sagittarius – Barry, I’m serious this time. If you come around again this week and don’t wipe your
shoes on the doormat, we’re gonna have to have a word with your legal guardian again.
Capricorn – If Red Bull gives you wings to fly, what do you think a gallon of Pepsi is going to do?
Please chill out. She’s not coming back.
Aquarius – A wet afternoon and a cold supper make you reconsider the important things in life – like
not being crapped on by your boss or your ex-wife.
Pisces – Go fishing.
Happy New Year
Love, Rupert “The Oracle” Oz
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La Libération

by Ricardo Bloch

This book is a portrait of Paris today. Its buildings and streets,
monuments and inhabitants, cars and scooters, restaurants and
grocery stores.
Nevertheless, the sites described here were not chosen arbitrarily. In these locations men (and one woman) were killed
more than 70 years ago, routing the occupier from Paris. They
died from conviction, patriotic folly, courage and hate.
Through these plaques, Paris wanted to rescue a souvenir of
those tragic events, nearly forgotten otherwise. Perhaps these
photographs, which juxtapose the banal with the intangible,
will spark empathy and leaps of the imagination.
Ce livre est un portrait de Paris aujourd’hui. Ses bâtiments et
rues, ses monuments et habitants, ses voitures et scooters, ses
restaurants et taxi-phones.
Cependant, les lieux décrits dans ce livre n’ont pas été choisi
au hasard. C’est ici que des hommes (et une femme) sont morts
il y a plus de 70 ans en cherchant à chasser l’occupant. Ils sont
morts par conviction, folie patriotique, courage et haine.
À travers ces plaques, Paris a voulu garder le souvenir de ces
événements tragiques, autrement oubliés. Peut-être ces photos, qui juxtaposent le banal à l’intangible, déclencheront de
l’empathie et des sauts d’imagination.
Ricardo Bloch is an artist, photographer and book maker
https://www.ricardobloch.com/
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STRAUSS
STUDIOS

Paris & France Apartments & Homes
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236 WALNUT AVENUE, CANTON, OHIO 44702 TEL: +1.330.704.8140 WWW.STRAUSSFURNITURE.COM
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Denver: Stre t TaL

k

Denver is the no-coast art city. Land-locked, a mile high, surrounded by mountains
and inhabited by hippies, artists, hedge fund traders and snowboarders (among others),
Denver might have more street art plastered and painted on its buildings and alleyways than
other city in America (aside from New York, perhaps). I am sharing but a tiny sample.
Throughout the last fifty years, Denver’s vibrant visual culture has been born and reborn out of a handson, free-expression, wild-west independence. In this spirit, a true DIY underground culture emerged
braced by dozens of art centers, galleries and museums across the city (and the state). Young people found
a voice in art and music and performance fully supported by the city. Rhinoceropolis was such an incubation venue that inspired countless young creatives more than any art or scholastic institution in the region.
Sadly Rhinoceropolis recently shuttered, a victim of gentrification. An age-old story: Artists arrive first,
followed by real estate developers; mass exodus of artists who can no longer afford to live in their chosen neighborhoods. Rhinceropolis foreshadowed and inspired the art district named RINO (River North)
where hundreds of street artists and the creative class now flourish; but many artists are now are in the
retreat.
Currently, though, a wide range of street art is healthy in Denver, thanks to generous support by RINO Art
District, RedLine Community Center, The Temple Artist Haven and The Big Picture wheat-paste street art
project.
In early December I took a long walk around the RINO Art District to explore and catch up on its current
street art. In one alley I smelled fresh spray paint in the air and I came upon one of our most celebrated
street artists “Detour.” This spray-can genius was just starting a new portrait and a crowd had formed to
watch him unwind his magic.
Like most modern western cities, Denver is experiencing growing pains in all aspects of its economic and
social and cultural bones. In that process, cultural incubation centers are typically the first to be pushed
out. But some developers have begun to understand the importance of art and culture on the city walls –
and even figured out how to profit by using artists and their talent in creating value in revitalizing neighborhoods, adding a hip and fresh take on buildings and generating a new atmosphere in developments, that
ironically, artists could never afford.
Marrying a developer’s interests and income with an artist’s nature for tattooing social consciousness on
the city’s skin has made for an uncomfortable but compelling visual – and reality. Street art in Denver is
living that fine line.
The future for all this marvelous visual poetry remains a question mark. Will developers change their
minds and whitewash it all? Will the city suddenly turn on its artists and pass an ordinance outlawing
such artwork? We hope not. I passionately believe we do need to nurture culture and let DIY spaces
incubate emerging talent.
–

Mark Sink, Denver, Colorado. December 2021
@marksink www.gallerysink.com
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Denver Street Art Credits
Fabric head - Tiana Graves @tea_ah_nuh at the @thetempledenver - @the_big_picture_colo
Mendala bomb - @Johnathan.Saltz and @plusdashplush at Crema Cafe @crema_dnvr - @rinoartdistrict
Disability Rights - Valerie Rose @hellovalerieros and blind artist Duplessis Art @duplessis.art - @rinoartdistrict
Snake head- Casey Kawaguchi @caseykawaguchi @rinoartdistrict
HOPE - Koko Bayers @kokonofilter - @rinoartdistrict
Red Handshake - @theunpersonproject - @susana_moyaho & @andreatejedak - @the_big_picture_colo
Spray painting - Thomas Evans - @detour303 - @rinoartdistrict
Crowd laying down protesting Denver - Jenna Rice - I Cant Breath - @redricephoto - @the_big_picture_colo
White cutout figures - @theunpersonproject - @susana_moyaho & @andreatejedak @the_big_picture_colo
Profile with notes - Sandra Klein - Inner Memories - @sandra_klein_photography - @the_big_picture_colo
Power and Equality - Shepard Fairey @obeygiant - @rinoartdistrict
LHOOQANON - Atomic Elroy @atomicelroy - @the_big_picture_colo
Group wall at RedLine Contemporary Art Center Ahmad Tahmasi @kia_tahmasi - Bruce Zander Red Eiffel - Melissa Lynn @melissa_lynn_photography - Karen Fisher @karenfisherart Paula Gillen @paulagillenart - Norma
Cordova @shesaidred - Robert A. Anderson @robertandersongallery4 - Tiana Graves @tea_ah_nuh - Dai Ito
@daiitophoto - Kyle Huninghake @kyle.party.of.1 - @the_big_picture_colo
Gold Halo -Thomas Evans - @detour303 - @rinoartdistrict
Group wheat paste wall - Marna Clarke Photography @marnaclarke Anissa Malady @lbryvxn @scrawledinthemargins - Ron Cooper- Kristen Hatgi kristenhatgisinkphoto - @the_big_picture_colo
Alley captures untitled various artists .. center photo image of back East Side Juan Fuentes @thewritejuan
@rinoartdistrict - @the_big_picture_colo
Last image: Alley captures of untitled various artists - @rinoartdistrict
#Denverstreetart
More information on the artists and Denver’s resources for street art support submission opportunities:

https://rinoartdistrict.org/art/murals
https://denverpublicart.org/public-arts/
https://www.instagram.com/the_big_picture_colo
https://www.redlineart.org/
https://www.instagram.com/thetempledenver
#wheatpaste
CREDITS and More Denver Street Art
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LA CAVE DES PAPILLES CAVE à VIN NATURE 35 RUE DAGUERRE 75014 PARIS FRANCE www.lacavedespapilles.com
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Good Bye

trouble and its editors and contributors dedicate this third issue to many who
have left the planet from the Coronavirus pandemic and those who have lost
their lives in the struggle for equal justice under the law as well as those
millions of health care workers who toiled tirelessly through it all.
And the artists who make trouble such a glorious activity.
Jean-Pierre Bacri; Michael Nesmith; Lawrence Weiner
Dean Stockwell; Mort Sahl; F.W. de Klerk; Nanci Griffith
Raymond Cauchetier; Lawrence Ferlinghetti; Chick Corea
Mary Wilson; Hal Holbrook; Jean-Paul Belmondo (again,
because, well, it’s Jean-Paul Belmondo)
Robert Bly; Stephen Sondheim; Alan Jones

Above: Jean-Paul
Jean-Luc Godard’s
Photo by New Wave

Belmondo with Jean Seberg in a scene from
1959 New wave film “Breathless.”
Cinema photographer © Raymond Cauchetier

Courtesy James Hyman Gallery / London.
Exhibition: https://www.jameshymangallery.com/exhibitions/171-raymond-cauchetier-a-tribute/
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Peat and Repeat
peatandrepeat.org

prints . books
tee shirts . ephemera . texts
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art edition house

@peatandrepeatcosmos
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